in higher order cognitive signaling. 48
Significance statement 49
It is an important question for perceptual and brain functions to find out whether cognitive 50 signals modulate the sensory signal stream and if so, where in the brain this happens. This 51 study provides evidence that decision and reward history can already be reflected in the 52 ascending sensory pathway, on the level of first order sensory thalamus. Cognitive signals 53 are relayed very selectively such that only local trial history (spanning a few trials) but not 54 global history (spanning an entire session) are reflected.
Introduction

Generalized linear models 198
To model future behavioral and spike responses based on past behavioral responses, we 199 used generalized linear models (GLMs), a class of models which are fit to map several 200 independent variables to one predicted variable using a sequence of a linear regression and 201 a monotonic (non-linear) response function (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) . After fitting to the 202 data, the models were used in two principal ways, as 'predictive' and 'generative' models: 203
The first calculates a prediction based on the animals behavioral performance (Busse et is converted into the output of the GLM by a monotonic response function of the form 222 9 logistic regression) 225 the output of which can be interpreted as the probability of a Go response depending on the 226 decision quantity , favoring Go decisions when positive and NoGo decisions when negative. 227
For spike counts we assumed the Poisson distribution and used the response function 228 The spike count prediction was then the input for a second GLM using the regression 229 equation 230
with bias term
The prediction in turn was plucked into the logistic response 231 function (eq. 2) that estimated the probability of the binary decisions based on the predicted 232 spikes. A graphical representation of the models is given in figures 2B and 6B. 233
The GLMs were either fitted using all three linear terms ('full' model) or with a subset of them 234 ('reduced' or 'nested' models), using glmfit.m (Matlab Ver. 2015b; The MathWorks, Natick, 235 MA, USA). This function also returns the model's deviance from a saturated model (the one 236 with maximal number of parameters). Nested models were compared using the deviance 237 test, which estimates the significance of model improvement as 238 where is the significance value, is the cumulative distribution. is the deviance 239 of the extended model and the deviance of the reduced model, is the degrees of 240 freedom calculated as number of terms set to zero in the reduced model. 241
The model's prediction in one session was determined by sorting the trials and respective 242 probabilities (calculated using eq. 1 and 2) according to Go and NoGo responses. 
10
generative runs were performed. To do that the first three trials were set identical to the ones 246 obtained from the rats. All remaining trials were then filled by the model generating its own 247 satiation curve and trial history. This was done 1000 times for each session. From the 248 generated decision series we extracted the number of hits as well as the number of change-249 overs generated during the session and compared it with the performance of the rat in the 250 session that was used to fit the model. 251
Electrophysiology 252
The movable multielectrode arrays used here are described in Haiss et al., (2010) . and recorded at a sampling frequency of 20 kHz using a multichannel extracellular amplifier 255 (Multi Channel Systems, Reutlingen, Germany). Spike sorting was achieved by a custom 256 written software package in the MATLAB environment. Briefly, a simple amplitude threshold 257 was applied to the raw voltage trace. Depending on whether the threshold was positive or 258 negative, local maxima (peaks) or minima (troughs) that exceeded this threshold were 259 identified. A 1.1 ms window was then applied around each of these peaks or troughs (300 μs 260 before and 800 μs after) to extract putative neural event waveforms. All such neural event 261
waveforms were subjected to a principal component analysis and the first three principal 262 components were used to generate scatter plots. Single units were then manually defined by 263 selecting clusters of neural events that were clearly separated from the noise cluster in PC 264
space. This was done in a time resolved fashion across the entire recording. Multi-unit 265 activity was conservatively defined by waveforms that exceeded the amplitude threshold but 266 could not be separated from the noise cluster in PC space. On one electrode typically one, 267 maximally two units were recorded. Timestamps and waveforms of units were saved and 268 used for later analysis (see example recording in Fig 1C) . 269
Data analysis. 270
Psychophysical data were assessed as response-probabilities from single sessions for each 271 animal (100-200 trials). The psychometric curves in this study are logistic fits estimated from 272 a maximum likelihood estimator Hill, 2001a, 2001b) . The same toolbox was 273 used to evaluate the goodness of fit and obtaining confidence intervals for perceptualIt is important to note that all spiking recorded in this study was evoked, either by white noise 276 or ramp-like whisker deflection. We therefore refer to 'noise-driven' vs. 'ramp-driven' spiking 277 throughout the text. For large parts of the study, we focused on noise-driven spiking in an 278 interval of 2 s before ramp onset -data shown in Fig. 1D , 3A, 4 and 5CD contain ramp-279 evoked spiking. The 2s pre-stimulus period was, by design free of licks (as licks occurring 2 280 s before scheduled ramps led to punitive time outs, see 'experimental paradigm'). To identify 281 and remove spike trains eventually contaminated by whisking expressed as ~10 Hz rhythmic 282 spiking activity (Moore et al., 2015; Urbain et al., 2015) , we calculated the autocorrelation 283 function on the multi-unit spike time-stamps in a 1 s window prior to feature presentation on 284 a trial by trial basis. The autocorrelograms were scaled as correlation coefficients, i.e. by 285 definition the zero-lag bin held a value of 1. Suspected whisking trials were classified using 286 thresholds on metrics of autocorrelogram periodicity, the amplitude modulation of the 287 periodicity (the mean peak-to-peak amplitude of the oscillations), and the correlation to a 10 288
Hz sine wave to mimic a relevant whisking frequency. The classification algorithm was 289 validated across simultaneously recorded multi-unit recordings to minimize mismatches in 290 the classification of suspected whisking activity on any given simultaneously recorded trial 291 (96.6% performance). Spikes and stimuli contained in suspected whisking trials were not 292 used for analysis of neuronal coding. 293
To investigate neuronal activity as a function of task performance, we separated trials 294 according to the animals' behavioral choice (single trial: hit and miss trials, abbreviated as h 295 and m) and choice history (doublet trial sequences: monitoring decisions and outcomes in 296 one past trial [hh, mh, hm, mm] or triplet trials sequences: monitoring decisions in the two 297 most recent trials [hhh, mhh, hmh, mmh, hhm, mhm, hmm, mmm]). We ruled out a 298 systematic difference of noise stimuli between the trial classes by fitting a Gaussian to the 299 amplitude distribution. The goodness of fits was for all cases. 300
We used receiver operating characteristic analysis to calculate the area under the curve 301 (AUC), a non-parametric effect size to quantify the difference of neuronal activity under 302 different experimental conditions (Britten et al., 1992) . AUC is the probability of correct 303 classification of a binary classifier (using varying thresholds to strip off the observer bias)steps across spike trains obtained in different contexts (e.g. before hit vs. miss trials). The 307 window was 50 ms long for prestimulus spiking (Fig. 4A ) and 5 ms for stimulus evoked 308 spiking (Fig. 4B) . A prediction interval of the population response was assessed by a 309 resampling technique. Random picks from observed spike counts (across trials) were 310 performed for each window and the AUC values across time were calculated 1000 times. 311
The 2.5 and 97.5 percentile of this boot-strapped ensemble of AUC values across trial time 312 served as prediction limits (Fig. 4C) . 313
To test whether spike patterning changes with different contexts we calculated several 314 measures from the spike trains observed in the interval 2 s before S+ onset (Fig. 7) . First, 315
the Fano factor of spike counts 316 was assessed, followed by coefficient of variation of inter spike intervals 317 where are mean and standard deviations of spike counts and inter-spike 318 intervals respectively. Normalized (scaled in correlation coefficients) and spike rate-319 corrected autocorrelograms averaged across units for each class of trials were computed 320 from binary vectors (time bin 1 ms) that held zeros for no spike and ones for spikes. The 321 effect of spike rate on correlation was corrected for by subtracting the mean of 1000 322 resampled autocorrelograms based on permutated input vectors. The observed and 323 resampled autocorrelograms were all corrected for border artifacts using a triangular function 324 as done by Kohn and Smith (2005, their eq. 5). 325
Stimulus-dependent response plasticity was studied by dividing the recording session into 326 two equal parts where the first half typically contained between 50 and 100 consecutive trials 327 with target features (ramps) of one direction (e.g. caudal) and exactly the same amount of 328 trials in the second half with embedded features of the opposite direction (e.g. rostral). The 329 order of directions was reversed after each recording session (i.e. if caudal was first in 330 session 1, rostral was first in session 2, etc.). Subjects were rewarded for detecting every where is the instantaneous stimulus ensemble at one delay, the binary value signifying 343 the presence/absence of a spike, and a probability distribution (Chagas et al., 2013) . 344
The mean preferred stimulus was calculated as the mean of the vectors pointing to the 345 kinematic triple [pos,vel,acc] obtained with each spike using the optimal latency. The length 346 of the mean vector gave an estimate on how much the preferred stimulus differed from the 347 stimulus mean (which by design was [0,0,0]) (Fig. 3D) . Changes in preferred stimulus were 348 tracked by calculating the difference vectors for preferred stimuli obtained in the trials with 349 caudal vs. rostral ramps (Fig. 3C) . 350
Overview of experiment designs and statistics used in the study 351
The fit of behavioral models was assessed using the deviance measure. Statistical 352 significance was estimated using the deviance test as described under the heading 353
'generalized linear models' (Fig. 2C ). The signrank test was used to test differences found 354 with mean vectors and information rates in spike triggered stimulus ensembles (paired 355 samples: n=50 spike trains, α error level 0.01) (Fig. 3DE ). Differences in spike rate 356 depending on trial history was expressed as AUC, an effect size measure described in detail 357
in the text covering figure 4 and the figure legend. The significance was estimated by 358 comparing the 95% prediction interval assessed AUCs obtained from n=50 spike trains
Results
361
We trained three head-fixed rats using a tactile detection-of-change paradigm (Waiblinger et  362 al., 2015a) (Fig. 1A) . The task was to detect ramp-like deflections of a single whisker 363 embedded in low-pass filtered Gaussian white noise (edge frequency 100 Hz; 2*SD=1°) 364 (Fig. 1B) . In this simple behavioral paradigm, the animals' decisions and outcomes are 365 conflated, as a Go decision would always result in obtaining a reward (hit) and a NoGo 366 decision would result in not obtaining a reward (miss). We therefore interchangeably use 367
Go/NoGo designations for the animals' decisions and outcome designations 'hit' vs. 'miss' 368 (abbreviated h and m) to label trials in the remainder of the text. By the same token, decision 369 and reward history cannot be disentangled -to acknowledge this we will use the neutral 370 term 'trial history'. 371
The amplitude used for the background noise stimulus is known to readily engage the tactile 372 system and to be detectable by rats (Waiblinger et al., 2015b) . Thus, the background noise 373 (and the neuronal responses it evoked) could be used to probe the neuronal coding of VPm 374 neurons at any point during the behavioral session. Introducing changes to the stimuli, we 375 were able to determine if changes in coding properties were of sensory or non-sensory 376 nature. The characteristics of the ramp-like deflection were determined in a preliminary 377 experiment, conducted with every rat, in which psychometric detection curves were 378 recorded from VPM barreloid single and multi units (rat 1/2/3, 37/4/9 units; Fig. 1D ). 395
Determinants of decision series within one session. 396
Behavioral sessions were of three predetermined lengths, either 100, 150, or 200 trials long. 397 Figure 2A shows the raw behavioral data obtained from three rats. Trials in which the animal 398 successfully detected the stimulus (hits) are marked in black and those in which no indicator 399 lick occurred after stimulus presentation (misses) are marked in white. As stimulus amplitude 400 was chosen close to perceptual threshold, the task was non-trivial for the rat, reflected by the 401 low response rate (hit trials divided by total number of trials) -on average 0.53 (standard 402 deviation 0.14). Interestingly, while generating a near-threshold average response 403 probability, this particular arrangement prompted considerable variation in overall response 404 patterns from all three animals, which can be expressed as the 'change-over rate', i.e. the 405 number of trial-to-trial changes (either from hit to miss or reverse) divided by the total 406 number of trials. Across all sessions the rats showed a mean change-over rate of 0.27 407 (standard deviation 0.10). Fig. 2A sorts all sessions in the sample from lowest change-over 408 rate of 6% to the highest of 50% (these extreme rates translate to one observed change 409 within as many as 17 trials, down to every second trial on average). Some sessions basically 410
consisted in of what could be called an 'engaged' and a 'lazy' period ( Fig. 2A, session 1 ) 411 while others were characterized by more constant engagement with hit and miss trials 412 thoroughly interspersed ( Fig. 2A, session 32) . 413
Before trying to elaborate if primary sensory thalamus codes for these non-sensory 414 behavioral aspects, we wanted to quantitatively and qualitatively capture the response 415 we simply subsume in this report under the label of 'satiation' for ease of communicating. 423
The main point in this study was not to differentiate between these possible variables, but to 424 define a non-sensory variable that varies 'globally', across the time scale of a session. In this 425 sense, the group designation of satiation seems reasonable as it is the kind of process that 426 is related closest to the sequence of decisions because every hit trial -with another drop of 427 water consumed -will directly increase its value. The third regressor, called 'trial history' 428 (weight b H ) is extracted as well from the sequence of decisions, but is very different from 429 satiation with respect to its reference point and dynamic time scale: differing from satiation, 430 trial history is very local, in our current definition consisting exclusively in triplet of trial 431 outcomes representing the current and two preceding trials (t, t-1, t-2, with t being the 432 current trial). As regressors b S and b H were both extracted from the decision series, they 433
showed an overall positive correlation (correlation coefficient r = 0.4), but, nevertheless, 434 varied greatly from session to session (-0.41 < r < 0.75). The distribution of the correlation of 435 the three history terms with satiation was almost identical, indicating that the correlation (if it 436 existed) was due to longer strips of non-changing behavior, presumably at the beginning 437 (predominance of hits) and at the end of the session (predominance of misses). As will be 438 seen despite the correlation in some sessions, inclusion of the local term b H improved the 439 performance of the behavioral model quantitatively and qualitatively over those only 440 containing the global variable. 441
After fitting the models, we used them in two different modes to generate model decisions 442 . The first mode is called 'predictive'. Predictive models use regressors 443 that are calculated from the sequence of previous decisions observed in the rat experiment 444 (Fig. 2C) . The second mode is called 'generative'. Generative models take the rat data out of 445 the loop -except from the very first three trials to initialize the process. From there on the 446 model generates its output based solely on the model-generated previous sequence of 447 decisions (Fig. 2D) . Importantly, the generative modeling was aimed at explaining the 448 observed variety of change-over rates, a property not contained explicitly amongst the was wide, consistently encompassing zero (no effect) (0.17 / 0.95). We, therefore, conclude 485 that trial history is rather short lived and does not extend beyond 2 to 3 trials. 486
Finally, we wished to validate the modeling predictions by having the model simulate the 487 animals' performance using its own model-generated decision series . 488
We asked if an aspect of the decision series, the number of change-overs, that was not 489 explicitly used to fit the models could be recreated as well. As expected already from the 490 prediction results, the 'bias' model was not able to correctly recreate the change-over rate 491 produced by the rats (Fig. 2D , right) (observed change-over rates fell outside the 95% 492 prediction interval generated by 1000 model runs in 25 out of 32 sessions). The extended 493 model 'bias & satiation' did substantially better (Fig. 2D , middle, failing in 10 out of 32 494 sessions). By far the best performance, however, was achieved by the full model 495 incorporating also the trial history -it did not fail in any of the 32 sessions to match the 496 performance of the rats (Fig. 2D, left) . 497
In summary, our behavioral modeling showed that generalized logistic models can capture a 498 significant portion of the rat behavioral variability based on the non-sensory variables 499 satiation and trial history. Of particular interest for the remainder of this study is the fact that 500 adding the local trial history term to the equation, significantly improved the model fit, the 501 model's prediction, and the generative recreation of the number of change-overs, a variable 502 not explicitly employed to fit the models. We will show in the following sections that only one 503 of the two non-sensory variables, trial history, is represented as well by VPm spike rate and 504
patterns. 505
Determinants of VPm spiking. 506
We recorded a total of 42 multi-and 8 single units within the α, A1, A2, C1, C2, D1, and D2 507 barreloids associated with the stimulated whisker during detection behavior. By gradually 508 moving the electrodes, units were found between 4000 and 5000 μm in depth, consistent 509 with anatomical records of VPm location (Paxinos and Watson, 2007) , and confirmed laterramp deflections of a single whisker approximately matched the ones reported by previous 512 studies investigating anesthetized rats (Petersen et al., 2008) . The neural response 513 consisted of a short elevation of firing rates at a latency of 6.1±1.2 ms (mean ± SD) with a 514 duration of ~20 ms (Fig. 3A) . In a subset of units, we tested the responses to the ramp 515 stimulus without embedding it in white noise and found that background whisker noise 516 stimulus reduced both noise-driven and ramp-driven responses considerably (spontaneous 517 background vs. 'noise driven': AUC 0.41; ramp evoked with noise stimulation vs. ramp 518 evoked without noise stimulation: AUC= 0.38; 7 SU and 21 MU) as expected from pre-519 adaptation of VPm units (Whitmire et al., 2016) . 520
In additional to traditional sensory stimulus representation, here we aim to demonstrate non-521 sensory input representation in the VPm. Therefore, we first determined whether VPm 522 responses (and thus their receptive field properties) adapt to sensory properties of the ramp. 523
As VPm units show strong directional selectivity (Fig. 3A, Petersen et al., 2008) , VPm unit 524 receptive fields should be sensitive to the direction of the ramp stimulus. We therefore 525 introduced a reversal of ramp direction in the middle of the session (after 50, 75 or 100 trials 526 depending on the total number of session trials). In roughly half of the sessions we switched 527 from caudal to rostral stimulus direction, in the remaining ones the sequence was reverse. 528
As expected from their directional preference, units often showed differences in responding 529 to different ramp deflection directions (Fig. 3A exemplifies this using an SU), but the rat's 530 detection performance was not affected at all by this manipulation (cf. Fig. 2A ). To determine 531 whether the change in ramp direction impacted the coding properties across units, the 532 temporal response properties were quantified from responses to the white noise stimulus 533 within a 2 second period preceding the ramp presentation. In a first step, spike-triggered 534 stimulus ensembles were constructed (as done before with primary afferent spike trains, 535 From the vectors pointing in three dimensions to the centroids of the two halves, we 545 calculated the difference vector (plotted in Fig. 3C ). We found that preferred stimuli did 546 change systematically in the two halves of the session, but not with respect to the ramp 547 direction. Contrary to the expectation of opposite changes (due to opposite ramp directions), 548
we found that in all sessions the receptive fields changed on average in almost identical 549 ways -toward slower stimulus velocities and caudal positions (Fig. 3C ). This result held 550 irrespective of whether rostral or caudal ramps were presented in the first half, suggesting 551 that it is not a stimulus driven change. All of the observed differences were smaller than 5% 552 of two standard deviations of the kinematic range covered by the noise stimulus. However, 553 changes were highly significant, as reflected by a small reduction of the mean vectors 554 (connecting the centroids to the origin) and a slight but robust decrement of stimulus 555 information transmitted by the spike train (Fig. 3D: signrank test, p=0.006). In summary, we found changes in coding across sessions that were 559 not systematically related to the sensory context (i.e. ramp direction). 560
In view of the small effect size and sensory context independent nature of the changes in 561 neuronal coding, we were concerned that the effect could be due to run-down of the 562 neuronal responses (e.g. systematic deterioration of spike quality during the recording). In 563 order to address this possibility, we first tested stability of spike waveforms and spike counts 564 recorded in the two halves. Spike waveforms were sampled as 23 voltage readings. 565
Interpreting these as dots in a 23 dimensional space we calculated the Mahalanobis 566 distance between the clouds made up by spikes in the first vs. second half of the session. 567
This distance is related to the effect size d' but takes the correlations of the sample into 568 account, i.e. it uses ellipsoids instead of spheroids to scale the distance of a point to the 569 cloud's center of mass. The Mahalonobis distance was close to zero in the total sample of 570 recording instability. However, counts were slightly but consistently higher in the second half 574 In summary, we found in this section that neuronal coding changed to a small degree and 577 the spike rate evoked by the background white noise stimulus increased during the 578 behavioral session. We excluded the possibility that these systematic changes were due to 579 sensory context, as a reversal of the ramp stimulus, the perceptual target for the rats, had no 580 effect. Further, our analyses render it unlikely that recording instability can be made 581 responsible for the systematic changes found. In the next sections, we provide evidence that 582 non-sensory variables are predictive for these changes in VPm firing. 583
VPm neurons reflect state-dependency. 584
To explore whether firing rates differ with respect to the behavioral choice of the animal, we 585 computed the population spike rate of all hit trials versus all miss trials observed in all units 586 (n=50) (Fig. 4A) . Parsing the trial classes revealed clearly distinguishable spike rates, even 587 before the ramp onset. The noise-driven response in the 2s pre-ramp interval was higher for 588 upcoming m trials as compared to upcoming h trials. Interestingly, the ramp-evoked 589 responses showed the opposite, and were higher for trials that resulted in hits as compared 590 to misses (inset). These results were stable across session time, despite increasing satiation 591 and differing ratio of hit vs. miss trials (1 st half: 764 misses, 2034 hits; 2 nd half: 1636 misses, 592 923 hits; n=50 units; Fig. 4A ). The effect was robust even during phases of impulsive non 593 rewarded licking between trials in early epochs of the session versus reduced licking in later 594 phases of the session. Figure 4B shows the effect size (AUC) of difference of firing rate 595 giving rise to h or m outcome during the ramp-evoked peak of excitation. The effect across 596 all units was small but highly significant. The median of bootstrapped AUC was higher than 597 0.5 (random performance) before, and lower than 0.5 in an interval 5-10 ms after ramp-onset 598 with the 95% prediction interval (calculated in a 5ms running window) excluding 0.5 in both 599 cases (Fig. 4B, right) . The population of eight single units in the sample showed the same 600 tendency albeit the prediction interval of noise-driven firing rates did not exclude 0.5 -601 presumably due to the low number of SUs generating very low firing rates (Fig. 4B, left) . Toeither followed by another h trial or an m trial (hh vs. mm; Fig. 4C ). The preceding hit trials 604 by definition were followed by licks, giving rise to extra spikes due to face movement, and 605 therefore, precluded analysis of the resulting spike rate. However, after the licks subsided, 606 the population firing rate quickly separated according to whether a hit or miss trial was going 607 to ensue. Shortly before the next stimulus presentation, the average spike rates were well 608 separated with higher spike rate before miss trials as compared to hit trials. Again, the spike 609 response to the ramp stimulus was reversed -higher for hit trials than for miss trials. We 610 then went further to inspect differences in spike rate in pre-stimulus firing rates of SUs and 611
MUs using spike rates found in the last of a triplet sequence of hit trails (hhh) or miss trials 612 (mmm) (not shown). Mean spike numbers found in the second before the last stimulus in 613 hhh triplets vs. mmm triplets were 17.2 vs. 19.2 spikes in SUs (n=8) and 44.5 vs. 57.8 spikes 614
in MUs (n=42). Considering the total sample of units (n=50), the AUC effect size of this 615 difference was consistently above random performance in the pre-ramp interval and below 616 random performance after ramp onset (as indicated by the exclusion of 0.5 from the 95% 617 prediction interval). These initial insights suggested that the slight differences in spike rate of 618 the 1 st vs. 2 nd halves of the session reported in the last section (Fig. 3) were likely due to a 619 specific enhancement of spikes before miss trials, which were more abundant in the 2 nd half 620 of the sessions. 621
To describe the relationship of spiking on trial history and satiation in a more systematic way, 622 we selected trials according to trial history obtained from one (single), two (doublet) or three 623 recent trials (triplets). Further we arbitrarily classified satiation into bins of 0.1 (the range of 624 satiation is 0 to 1). We show population noise-driven firing rates (obtained in a 2s interval 625 before ramp onset, Fig. 5AB ) as well as ramp-driven rates (obtained in a window 5-6 ms 626 after ramp onset, fig. 5CD ). The pairwise AUC effect sizes (comparing firing after m/h, 627 mm/hh, and mmm/hhh trial sequences, Fig. 5AC ), and all satiation levels compared to 628 lowest satiation at the beginning of the session (<0.1; Fig. 5BD ) were calculated as well. It 629 can be appreciated that firing rate before and after the ramp is related to trial history. 630
Further, the impact of trial history seems to reach back into the past further than the most 631 recent trial: The AUC effect size of m/h, mm/hh, and mmm/hhh comparisons is increasing forpossibly improving the rats' stimulus detection, while disengagement leads to the opposite. 636
These variations are local and involve about three trials, with the most recent trial imparting 637 the strongest effect and the most remote trial imparting the weakest effect. In contrast, 638 satiation seems to correlate with noise-as well as ramp-driven activity, if at all, only in a 639 weak and inconsistent fashion (Fig. 5BD) . 640
To substantiate and further quantify these results, we next tested whether a series of two 641 coupled GLMs was able to predict the animal's decisions via the VPm spike responses. 642 Figure 6A plots the behavioral performance registered with each of the 50 spike trains, and 643 the respective noise-driven spike counts (in a 2 s interval before the respective trial; there 644 are duplicates of behavioral performance amongst the 50 sessions as sometimes more than 645 one unit was recorded within the same session). Panel B depicts the observed spike counts. 646
To be able to study the effect of the same independent variables as done for the direct 647 behavioral modeling, the first GLM employed the identical linear regression model (eq. 1) to 648 map the three variables bias, satiation and trial history onto spike counts. To match the 649 assumed Poisson distribution of spike counts, an exponential was used as the non-linear 650 response function (eq. 3). A second GLM then used the spike count prediction of the first as 651 input (weight b SPK , together with a bias term b 0,SPK ) to map them onto the rats' decisions (Fig.  652   6C) . Fitting the full model and its nested versions, we found that the full model best 653 figure 6D and should be compared to the animals' actual 661 performance in figure 6A . Qualitatively, the full model shows only a modest improvement 662 over the bias and trial history model, suggesting that the fine grained changes in responding 663 are conveyed largely by the inclusion of the trial history term in the regression model rather25 behavioral data (Fig. 6E) The similarity of model performance to predict the choices of the rats based directly on the 679 behavioral data (Fig. 2) and indirectly via VPm spike counts (Fig. 6 ) indicated that spike 680 counts carry some information about trial history as well as the upcoming decision. To show 681 this more directly, we correlated pre-ramp noise-driven spike counts firstly with current trial 682 history, secondly with upcoming decisions and thirdly with the predictor for decisions from 683 the behavioral model. The resulting correlations were scattered widely but assumed 684 predominantly the negative range of correlation coefficients (i.e. low firing predicting high 685 probability of a Go decision) (Fig. 6F) . The best units reached coefficients lower than 686
. To form an intuition what these differences mean in terms of number spikes, we 687 plot these correlation coefficients against the difference of spike counts they would predict 688 for the extremes of trial history [mmm vs. hhh]. 689
In a final analysis, we sought to determine if information about trial history is contained 690 exclusively in spike counts or whether it could also be transferred by spike patterns. This is 691 an important question as thalamus regular vs. burst spike patterns are known to have a 692 unique basis in special membrane properties and have long been considered as decisive 693 variables of thalamic functionality (Jahnsen and Llinás, 1984) . We first calculated the Fano26 contained information about upcoming miss and hit trials and orders the binary value of 696 doublet and triplet trial history sequences fairly well (Fig. 7A) . The ordering is such that miss 697 trials or sequences containing more (or more recent) miss trials tend to assume a higher 698
Fano factor, i.e. more irregular spike counts. Another measure, better focused on spike 699 timing, is the coefficient of variation (CV) of spike intervals (eq. 7). Like the Fano factor, the 700 CV of spike intervals indicated more irregular firing with sequences containing more (or more 701 recent) miss trials (Fig. 7B) . In this study we have revealed two task dependent, non-sensory variables, which partly 711 predict the choice behavior of rats trained on a tactile detection task. We provide evidence 712 that one of them, a local variable that reports the last few choices and rewards, is also 713 represented in the spike rate and patterns of rat whisker thalamus (VPm). Specifically, our 714 study has the following novel aspects. First, we show that VPm neurons, an early tactile 715 neuronal structure of the thalamus on the ascending tactile pathway, can reflect cognitive 716 signals. Second, we show that this effect is related to behavioral outcomes of previous trials. 717
Third, the reflection of local trial history in VPm spiking is largely limited to 2-3 trials in the 718
past. 719
Functional aspects of the found modulation 720
Our focus on task-dependent variables ignores all task independent variables needed to 721 explain the total variance of choice behavior and VPm spiking. This reduction is shared with 722 many studies that have studied effects on either behavioral (Corrado et The mentioned reports, studying choice-related signals based on the choice in just a single 743 trial, all found very small but significant choice probabilities. Interestingly, we found that 744 effect sizes for pre stimulus spiking in VPm were seen to increase from just above 0.5 to 745 close to 0.7, when considering past choices and outcomes (cf. Fig. 5AC ). We conclude that 746 even very small effect sizes, obtained with classical single trial approaches, can gain 747 considerable strength if appropriate behavioral context is taken into account (in our case 748 local trial history, the preceding three trials). One study in the mouse tactile system, directly 749 related to the present work, investigated choice related signals at the level of VPm in the 750 context of a detection task (Yang et al., 2015) . This study found a non-random choice 751 probability in activity evoked by the target stimulus, which we confirm here. An important 752 difference was, however, that the previous study did not find any influence of choice on the 753 'spontaneous' (non-stimulated) firing between stimuli. To explain this apparent difference, we 754 hold that consideration of trial history and intertrial white noise stimulation were the two 755 decisive experimental factors that enabled us to extend the previous results by exposing 756 modulation of spike rates and patterns that anticipated upcoming choices. It is noteworthy 757 that modulation of spike rate in the pre-stimulus period relating to upcoming hit trials was 758 opposite to that after stimulus onset (the first negative, the second positive). It is thus a 759 suggestive proposition that increment in spike rate contrast between background and target 760 stimulus in VPm units are at the basis of improved detection. 761
The nature of modulatory effects 762
We first delineate the found effects from motor-related signals on the ascending tactile 763 pathway. We and others have shown repeatedly that a passive psychophysical task in well 764 habituated and over-trained head-fixed rats largely abolishes whisking. In order to have 765 head-fixed animals generate whisker movements they need to be explicitly rewarded for 766 movements (Bermejo et al., 1996 (Bermejo et al., , 1998 
